We hope this letter finds you and your family in good health. Our community has been through a lot over the last few months, and all of us are looking forward to resuming our normal habits and routines. While many things have changed, one thing has remained the same: our commitment to your safety.

Infection control has always been a top priority for our practice and you may have seen this during your previous visits to our office. Our infection control processes are made so that when your family receives care, it’s both safe and comfortable.

Our office has always followed infection control recommendations made by the American Dental Association (ADA), the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the California Division of Occupational Safety and Health (Cal/OSHA). We follow the activities of these agencies so that we are up-to-date on any new rulings or guidance that may be issued. We do this to make sure that our infection control procedures are current and adhere to each agencies’ recommendations.

**COVID19 Guidelines (update 10/1/2020)**

**Pre–Appointment**

- Please reschedule your appointment if any family member is feeling sick or any COVID19 related symptoms.
- Scheduling will be managed to allow for less exposure between patients. That may mean fewer options for scheduling appointments.
- We will do our best to allow greater time between patients to reduce waiting times for you, as well as to reduce the number of patients in the reception area at any one time.
- We will text or email all pre-appointment documents electronically in advance.
- We expect those to be completed at least a day prior to your appointment time.
- If they are not completed, any substantial delay may require rescheduling your appointment.

**Intake Procedures**

- When you arrive, remain in your car and text or call us that you have arrived.
- As soon we have completed cleaning the office, we will contact you to come inside.
During Appointments

- Typically, no more than two patient families at a time will be present.
- All persons over the age of 3yo must wear a mask to the appointment.
- Please try to minimize the number of non-patient family members who come to an appointment, so as to minimize potential exposure and need and time for cleaning the waiting room.
- If you choose to remain in the waiting room, and there is another family present, please practice social distancing.
- No parents may remain with their child during treatment to minimize exposure to staff, cut down on time and surfaces needing cleaning between appts, and future patient families.
- At the discretion of the dentist, here are a few exceptions to the no parent rule:
  - New Patients with younger children
  - All In-lap exams for younger children
  - Children with Special Needs
  - Children (not parents) who exhibit very high dental anxiety and are likely to forego treatment otherwise

Further Protection

- We have hand sanitizer that we will ask you to use when you enter the office.
- For the time being, we will no longer offer magazines or children’s toys in our waiting room, since those items are difficult to clean and disinfect.

We are happy to answer any questions you may have about the steps we are taking to keep your family and our staff safe. To make an appointment, visit us online or call or text us. For any further updates, you can also visit us at www.caringtreechildrensdentistry.com or on our Facebook page.

Thank you for being our patient. We value your trust and loyalty and look forward to seeing you soon. Remember, eventually, those masks are coming off and we want to make sure a great smile is there when they do.

Sincerely,

Your Caring Tree Team